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Climb straight up the often-wet brown streak (3 b's) to a twobolt anchor.

Lazy Days 30' 5.11c

Jay Dufresne, Brad White. Summer 2004.
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This route starts up the tiny corner in the clean face to the right
of the previous route. Two-bolt anchor (3 b's).
1 End of Days 40' 5.11a
Brad White. June 2002.
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Intentional Grounding 30' 5.10b

Ian & Brad White. August 2002.
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Cathedral Ledge Road is not
maintained for winter travel. The
road is usually open from early
May to early November. During the
spring and fall the road is often left
open; but during the peak summer
months, it opens at 9:00 am and is
closed at 5:00 pm.

This route climbs the left arête of the right wall. Stick clip the
first bolt. Climb up to a roof at 20'. Pull the roof and make crux
moves up a short headwall to a two-bolt anchor (4 b's).
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2 Tres Agujeros 40' 5.11d 
Matt Desenberg, Chris Magness. Spring 2012.

Start from the right side of a block at the base, just left of
Fingerlust. Move up the face (harder without the holds in the
shallow dihedral to the left) to a break then a shorter, but still
demanding, final face to a two-bolt anchor (5 b's).
3 Fingerlust 40' 5.12a/b
Jerry Handren. Summer 1988.

The face with an incipient crack right of Tres Agujeros. Vicious
finger locks lead past a bolt and a pin to a good horizontal.
Finish easily up a dirty groove.

Leafspring Wall N44 03.710 W71 09.889

Approach: 260 yards, 5 minutes
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Mordor Wall

End of Days Crag N44 03.617 W71 09.942

Central Walls

Diedre Area

North End

Approach: 0.4 miles, 150' elevation gain, 12 minutes
This small cliff sits low on the hillside left of Cathedral.
It offers a small handful of safe, short routes on good
rock.
Access: Park at the entrance to the Bryce Path,
which leads to Whitehorse (N44 03.740 W71 09.729).
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Approach: Take the Bryce Path, marked with yellow
blazes, for 0.3 miles then take an overgrown forest
track on the right (N44 03.575 W71 09.906). If you've
reached a trail junction where the Echo Lake Trail
breaks off, you've gone too far. This track climbs
up the hill a little, then curves back around to head
straight toward the crag (N44 03.617 W71 09.947). The
routes are described from left to right.
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This small but impressive wall is located in the woods almost
directly down the hill from the left side of the Ventilator Slabs.
Approach: From the main parking area (N44 03.815
W71 09.837), a trail signed 'Lower Left Wall' leads leftward
(south) along the base of the slope underneath the cliff. After a
few hundred yards, the trail turns up the hill and zigzags up the
slope toward the cliff. About 50 yards before reaching the base
of the main cliff, cut off left to a small cliff band (N44 03.710 W71
09.889).
At the left end of the cliff is Leafspring: a short, sharply overhanging offwidth.
1 Leafspring 65' 5.11d
Double 3" to 5" cams, one 7"

Battle up the offwidth and pull over onto a low-angled slab.
Follow the hand crack up the slab to the top. Tree anchor.

2 Hyacinth 40' 5.14a 
Tom Moulin. May 2019.

A big move then a building boulder problem. Start about 10'
right of Leafspring. Climb the overhang up and right, generally
following a faint white dike, to a mantle and two-bolt anchor
(6 b's).
In the center of the overhang there are various remnants of an
aid climbing excursion: pins, a bashie, and a bolt.
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The Warm Up 40' 5.12b

Scramble up blocky terrain to the right-most left-facing layback
flake. A long reach in the flake leads to a rail. Move right along
the rail then up to a tricky exit to a two-bolt anchor (3 b's).
4 Fisting Jon 25' 5.9
Double 3" to 4" cams.

At the right side of the wall is a semi-detached flake. This route
climbs the flake left to right. Downclimb the right side, or preset an anchor from the trees above.

